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Jolene Van Vugt is the first CMRC Women's Canadian Motocross National Champion, first
female to backflip a full-sized dirt bike, holder of multiple Guinness . Jolene Van Vugt, London,
ON. 353923 likes · 15955 talking about this. YES, this is really me. Hope you enjoy Nitro Circus!
My website. View the Instagram profile for Jolene Van Vugt on INK361.May 4, 2012 . Canadian

stuntwoman Jolene Van Vugt, 31, managed to reach of $75,000 jewellery collection at gunpoint
while naked at her home' She was . You may know Jolene Van Vugt as one of the best FMX
riders, but did you know she's killer on BMX as well?. Crum tries out naked Tuesday - Nitro
Circus.My personal hero. Jolene Van Vugt- 63. 41 Repins 9. … (If you guys can find pics of Girls
on Bikes that aren't mostly naked, go for it. Just don't get too upset if it . May 3, 2012 . No crap!
Jolene Van Vugt is number one in the motorised toilet race for Guiness World Records. . 'This is
all me': Clarke on epic nude scene.Aug 11, 2014 . Jolene Van Vugt has taken the
predominantly male world of motocross artist who smothers her naked body in pheromones and
then covers . On this week's episode, the guys join Jolene Van Vugt for an intense interval
workout. . Honestly, this is just a clip of Crum being Crum — stripping naked and . Sep 28, 2015
. Watch the Clip of the Week: NAKED TUESDAY. There's not much more to it, but there is a
bonus: Jolene Van Vugt's priceless reaction.
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predominantly male world of motocross artist who smothers her naked body in pheromones and
then covers . On this week's episode, the guys join Jolene Van Vugt for an intense interval
workout. . Honestly, this is just a clip of Crum being Crum — stripping naked and . Sep 28, 2015
. Watch the Clip of the Week: NAKED TUESDAY. There's not much more to it, but there is a
bonus: Jolene Van Vugt's priceless reaction.
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